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Abstract: Ambitious value learning proposals to solve the AI alignment problem and avoid catastrophic
outcomes from a possible future misaligned artificial superintelligence (such as Coherent Extrapolated Volition
[CEV]) have focused on ensuring that an artificial superintelligence (ASI) would try to do what humans would
want it to do. However, present and future sentient non-humans, such as non-human animals and possible future
digital minds could also be affected by the ASI’s behaviour in morally relevant ways. This paper puts forward
Sentientist Coherent Extrapolated Volition, an alternative to CEV, that directly takes into account the interests of
all sentient beings. This ambitious value learning proposal would significantly reduce the likelihood of risks of
astronomical suffering from the ASI’s behaviour, and thus we have very strong pro-tanto moral reasons in favour
of implementing it instead of CEV. This fact is crucial in conducting an adequate cost-benefit analysis between
different ambitious value learning proposals.
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1. Introduction

The development of Artificial Superintelligence (ASI) (or Artificial General Intelligence poses serious
existential and suffering risks (Bostrom, 2014; Yudkowsky, 2008; Sotala & Gloor, 2017; Tomasik, 2015a;
Baumann, 2017a). To prevent such catastrophes, we must solve the alignment problem. We must ensure that (if
we do so) the first ASI we create has certain values so that it does not result in those outcomes and so that it
does that which we intend it to do. The value specification problem is part of the more general alignment
problem (Gabriel, 2020; Christian, 2020). It is the question of what values to align an ASI with, and it is where
this paper will focus instead of other more technical issues such as inner alignment.

Non-human sentient beings, such as domesticated non-human animals, animals living in the wild and
possible future sentient digital minds, have usually been neglected in discussions about what values should be
implemented into the first ASI to prevent catastrophic consequences. However, all sentient beings matter and the
interests of non-human sentient beings should also be taken into account in any value learning proposal.

In this paper, I contend that in a future in which we could both implement some of the standard ambitious
value learning proposals or alternative value learning proposals that directly took into consideration the interests
of sentient non-humans, we would have both strong and very strong pro-tanto moral reasons to do the latter.
However, in practice, as laid out in Section 5, it is not completely clear which kind of ambitious value learning
proposal would be best to try to implement. I turn to the example of Coherent Extrapolated Volition (CEV) one
of the most popular ambitious value-learning proposals and argue that it is not ideal since there is (at least) a
sufficiently non-negligible chance that by not sufficiently including all sentient beings, it may lead to risks of
astronomical suffering as a result of the own ASI’s actions. Although here I only focus on CEV, similar
arguments to the ones that I use here, are also applicable to many of the other ambitious value learning proposals
out there and I may discuss and analyze other ambitious value learning proposals in future research.

2. Why the standardly proposed version of Coherent Extrapolated Volition is problematic

Coherent Extrapolated Volition (CEV) is Eliezer Yudkowsky’s value learning proposal of implementing into an
ASI the goal of fulfilling what we (humans) would agree we would want if given much longer to think about it,
in more ideal circumstances (Bostrom, 2014). That is, what we (humans) would wish “if we knew more, thought
faster, were more the people we wished we were, had grown up farther together; where the extrapolation
converges rather than diverges, where our wishes cohere rather than interfere; extrapolated as we wish that
extrapolated, interpreted as we wish that interpreted” (Yudkowsky, 2004). See (Yudkowsky, 2004) for a more
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detailed explanation of the ideal circumstances required for adequate coherent extrapolation. Some, including
(Yudkowsky, 2016) may argue that this would, in fact, be enough for the ASI to adequately take into account the
interests of non-human sentient beings if they ought to be taken into account. Similarly, it has also been
contended that animals’ well-being is also included in humans’ preferences and that this together with the less
myopic decision-making of the ASI (compared to human decision-making), might be enough (Russell, 2019). It
has also been held that it might be difficult to sustain that humans should build an ASI that cares about the
interests of sentient non-humans directly since then it would care more about them than what humans actually
do (Russell, 2019). According to these views, if it is indeed the case that if humanity had more time to think
about it in ideal circumstances, it would have the goal of adequately taking into account their interests, then by
coherently extrapolating humanity’s volition the ASI would take into account the interests of sentient
non-humans. I will argue this answer is not sufficiently satisfactory for us not to have strong reasons to try to
directly include the interests of sentient non-humans in the ASI’s goals if we are able to do so.

It has plausibly been argued that for any value learning proposal, there are some aspects of the proposal that
cannot be left to the ASI to be figured out, such as ‘standing, concerning whose ethics views [or morally
relevant interests] are included; measurement, concerning how their views [or morally relevant interests] are
identified; and aggregation, concerning how individual views [or morally relevant interests] are combined to a
single view that will guide AI behaviour’ (Baum, 2020). As it has been argued, the alignment problem has an
essentially normative component, different kinds of technical solutions could be used for loading certain values
into the reward function of a future A(S)I likely have different implications on exactly what kind of values we
can implement, and thus, “there is no way to ‘bracket out’ normative questions altogether” (Gabriel, 2020).
Ultimately, the designers of the A(G)I that may become an ASI, cannot abstain from facing ethical decisions
regarding in what way, what and whose values or morally relevant interests they include in the ASI’s goals. I
contend that we should take seriously the possibility that Yudkowsky’s popular proposal does not adequately
take into account moral considerations pertaining to the moral considerability of sentient non-humans.

Even though the standard CEV proposal adequately avoids directly specifying the values that should guide
the ASI’s behaviour (and as a consequence plausibly avoids substantial value lock-in), it nonetheless specifies
which sentient beings have their volitions coherently extrapolated. The standard proposal only includes
presently existing humans. In this sense, the standard CEV proposal excludes all other sentient beings and gives
a specific answer to the standing problem. I contend that there are very strong reasons to suggest that CEV’s
standardly proposed solution to the standing problem is much more morally undesirable than an ambitious value
learning proposal that takes the interests of all sentient beings more into account. From now forward I will refer
to this kind of alternative proposal that I will further develop in Section 3 as Sentientist Coherent Extrapolated
Volition (SCEV).

CEV excludes the volitions of sentient non-humans from the extrapolation base, in section 2.1. I will show
why their mere exclusion is unjustified in the same way that it would be unjustified to exclude groups of
humans. This in itself gives us strong moral reasons to implement SCEV instead of CEV if we are able to do so.
However, in section 2.2. I contend that we have very strong moral reasons to do so. There is (at least) a
non-negligible probability that an adequate implementation of the standard CEV proposal results in the ASI
causing or allowing the occurrence of risks of astronomical suffering (s-risks). These are risks of events that
bring about suffering in cosmically significant amounts, vastly exceeding all suffering that has existed on Earth
so far (Sotala & Gloor, 2017; Althaus & Gloor, 2016). “Significant” here means relative to expected future
suffering (Althaus & Gloor, 2016). Taking the badness of s-risks into account, this non-negligible probability is
sufficiently large for CEV to be a much more undesirable solution to the value specification problem than
SCEV.

It is important to note and keep in mind that the reasons in favour of SCEV that I present and discuss in this
section and throughout this paper are pro-tanto in the sense that (as discussed in Section 5) they could be
overridden or defeated by other pro-tanto reasons against the implementation of SCEV. As a result, it may not be
clear whether trying to implement SCEV instead of CEV is the right choice all things considered.

2.1. Why we would have strong moral reasons to implement SCEV instead of CEV: an analogy
with CEO-CEV and men-CEV

To see why it is unjustified for sentient non-humans to be excluded from the extrapolation base, we can look at
different alternative (and fictional) CEV proposals. Take, for example, the CEO-CEV proposal: the proposal of
only applying CEV, that is, of only coherently extrapolating the volition, of the CEO of the research lab that first
develops ASI or AGI. Or, for example, take the men-CEV proposal of only coherently extrapolating men’s
volitions. These would clearly be substantially more morally undesirable ambitious value learning proposals to
employ in comparison to CEV if we could choose to implement any one of them. We have strong reasons
against only coherently extrapolating the volitions of a small subset of humans that is unrepresentative of
humanity as a whole.
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Probably the most plausible reason against pursuing such paths as ambitious value learning proposals (if the
possibility of implementing normal CEV is present) is that there is clearly (at least) a sufficiently large
non-negligible probability that these proposals would result in the ASI’s behaviour having negative
consequences for the humans not directly included in the extrapolation base of the CEV. People who are not
men or people who have sufficiently different preferences from the AI lab CEO’s preferences could find
themselves in a post-ASI world where their interests are not sufficiently taken into account, and as a result,
suffer negative consequences. Their interests could be very neglected as a result of only being present in the
ASI’s utility function to the extent to which men or the AI lab’s CEO cared about them once they thought
enough about them in ideal circumstances.

Even though it is possible that if the AI lab’s CEO or men had sufficient time to think under the ideal
conditions, then, they would want to take equally into account the interests of the people outside the
extrapolation base as much as theirs, we still would not accept these proposals as adequate proposals for
ambitions value learning compared to normal CEV. Because there is a sufficient likelihood that this possibility
does not turn out to be the case. Whilst these value learning proposals might plausibly be better than not
implementing any values into the ASI, they are significantly worse than CEV because there is a sufficiently
large non-negligible probability that they would result in substantial negative consequences for the people
excluded from the extrapolation base in each case. This would give us strong reasons to rule out CEO-CEV and
men-CEV in a decision-making situation where we could also choose to implement the normal CEV proposal
that takes all humans into account.

I contend that for similar kinds of reasons, CEV is also an inadequate proposal in comparison to SCEV. The
normal CEV proposal, like CEO-CEV and men-CEV, excludes a subset of moral patients from the extrapolation
base. It excludes all sentient non-human beings. And as in the previous examples, if CEV were to be adequately
implemented, the interests of sentient non-humans would only be in the ASI’s utility function and would only be
taken into account to the extent to which humans cared about them once they thought enough about them in
ideal circumstances. Sentient non-humans are moral patients, they could be affected in morally undesirable
ways, as could the people excluded from the extrapolation base in the previous examples. This could occur as a
mere result of their interests not being sufficiently important to the individuals in the extrapolation base even if
they had enough time to think about it under ideal circumstances. This is why if we were able to do so, instead
of implementing CEV, we would have strong moral reasons to implement SCEV: a proposal that took the
interests of all sentient beings adequately into account. Below, in Section 4, I address two possible objections
that contend that there is a relevant difference between excluding other humans and excluding sentient
non-humans.

2.2. Why we would have very strong moral reasons to implement SCEV instead of CEV:
significantly reducing risks of astronomical suffering

We do not only have strong moral reasons to implement SCEV instead of CEV. There are further reasons to
believe that the difference in expected negative consequences between implementing CEV instead of SCEV is
much larger than the difference in expected negative consequences between implementing CEO-CEV or
men-CEV instead of CEV. If we could do so, we would have much more pressing reasons to aim for SCEV
instead of the standard CEV proposal, than the reasons we have to aim for the standard CEV proposal instead of
CEO-CEV or men-CEV. Then, if we could do so, we would have very strong moral reasons to implement SCEV
instead of CEV.

2.2.1. The greater lack of moral consideration for sentient non-humans

It is likely that any given group of humans (without any particular psychosocial conditions) cared much more
about the interests of the rest of humans if they had enough time to think about it under ideal circumstances
than, the extent to which all humans would care about the interests of all sentient non-humans if they had
enough time to think about it under ideal circumstances. It is likely that in the first case the humans in the
extrapolation base granted much more consideration to the humans outside the extrapolation base, than the
amount of consideration that, in the second case, all humans would grant to sentient non-humans outside the
extrapolation base.

Of course, we cannot be sure that is the case since we do not specifically know how coherently extrapolating
the volitions of any subset of or all humans would work in practice. And we do not know with certainty what
any subset of or all humans would agree that they want, if given much longer to think about it, in more ideal
circumstances. However, it is not the case that we can say nothing about which outcomes from different types of
CEV are more or less likely. Indeed, we can say something. For instance, humans tend to have much more
consideration for those who are closest and more similar to them (Caviola et al., 2018; Dhont, Hodson, & Leite,
2016), and this may affect the process of coherently extrapolating volitions in a negative manner for sentient
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non-humans. This is due to the fact that sentient non-humans, such as domesticated non-human animals, animals
living in the wild and possible future digital minds are much more distant (in a broad social, emotional,
cognitive, psychological and even spacial and temporal sense) to humans than other humans.

Furthermore, we should also update on the fact that (at least partially) as a result of not equally taking into
consideration the interests of all sentient beings, currently and in the past, humans have killed and caused
immense amounts of unbearable suffering to an immense number of non-human sentient beings for the almost
negligible benefit of taste pleasure. To see how much we should update on this fact, imagine possible worlds in
which the AI lab’s CEO or men caused immense amounts of suffering to the humans excluded from the
extrapolation base in each case. And did so in proportional quantities to the amount of suffering that humans in
this world cause to other animals. Imagine they did this via, for instance, torturing the humans outside the
extrapolation base in each case. Imagine, that, as humans do to factory-famed non-human animals, they caused
unbearable suffering to the humans outside the extrapolation base throughout their lives and killed almost all of
them before they could even reach adulthood. In these possible worlds, we would have more reasons to believe
that it is more likely that implementing CEO-CEV or men-CEV would lead to worse consequences than the
ones we expect it to have in the actual world. Analogously, it seems plausible that it is significantly more likely
that in this world, in a world where human psychology has (at least in part) led humans to commit atrocities,
such as factory farming, to other non-human sentient beings, it is also the case that the standard proposal of
CEV leads to more negative consequences for non-human sentient beings than in a world in which our human
psychologies had not played a role in committing atrocities towards other sentient beings.

2.2.2. The nature and different kinds of the worst outcomes: risks of astronomical suffering

As we have seen there is (at least) a non-negligible chance that the interests of sentient non-humans would be
highly disregarded by an ASI with the implementation of the standard CEV proposal. And that the likelihood of
this (whatever it is), is higher than the likelihood that the interests of the humans not included in the
extrapolation base are highly neglected in an ASI-controlled future where only the volitions of some humans are
coherently extrapolated. A civilization with an ASI with either of those kinds of ambitious value learning
proposals is (at least somewhat) likely to want to expand and settle space and make use of advanced AI and
simulation technologies. In such a future where the interests of sentient non-humans would be highly
disregarded, there is a significant probability that sentient non-humans would suffer astronomically as a result of
the actions the humans would want to take and would likely be taken by the ASI in following their CEV.

Wild animal suffering might be spread through the universe by such civilisations. This could be a result of
direct panspermia or intentionally terraforming planets because of some of the humans’ values to spread life
through the universe or for their aesthetic enjoyment of nature (Tomasik, 2018; O'Brien, 2021). But if no
preventive measures are put in place it may also occur as a result of not adequately decontaminating spaceships,
which could result in some microbes or other living organisms being transported accidentally to other planets
which could over the course of many years result in the emergence of sentient lifeforms in those planets. Since it
is plausible that in the lives of these future non-human animals suffering would be very prevalent and possibly
even predominate, as in most of the lives of currently existing non-human animals living in nature (Ng, 1995;
Groff & Ng, 2019; Tomasik, 2020; O'Brien, 2021) if this were to occur it could lead to astronomical amounts of
suffering.

A civilization with an ASI that takes into account the interests of some or all humans but not those of
sentient non-humans might also make abundant use of advanced AI and simulation technologies. This could
either knowingly or accidentally result in astronomical amounts of suffering. An ASI that neglects the interests
of artificial forms of sentience might accidentally create vast quantities of sentient subroutines. These are
instrumentally valuable functions, subprograms, robot overseers, robot scientists or subagents inside the ASI’s
program and structure (Tomasik, 2019a). In the same way that the emergence of phenomenal experience and the
capacity for suffering has plausibly been evolutionary instrumentally useful in guiding behaviour, it might be
instrumentally useful for the ASI in controlling the behaviour of its internal process in order to achieve its goals.
By undergoing a complex optimization process, the ASI might instrumentally value the creation of suffering as
has done natural selection, a complex process optimizing for gene reproduction (Sotala & Gloor, 2017).

Furthermore, an ASI-controlled civilisation where CEV is implemented and the interests of sentient
non-humans are highly disregarded might also result in Mind Crime, the creation of vast quantities of digital
minds in simulations, including suffering ones. It might create immense numbers of ancestor simulations of past
human history, of natural environments or of possible future evolutionary paths for research purposes (Bostrom,
2014, pp. 125-26; Sotala & Gloor, 2017). In many of these, if the simulations are sufficiently detailed and
complex, “human” digital minds and digital minds of both wild or domesticated non-human animals might
emerge thus multiplying wild animal suffering and the subjective experiences of being factory-farmed (Tomasik,
2015b; Baumann, 2017a). It could also intentionally create or allow other humans to intentionally create
simulations with a specially significant amount of suffering, for entertainment or to satisfy sadistic preferences.
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In wanting to explore all the space of possible minds it might also try to simulate various different distant, weird
and alien forms of sentience compared to ours (Tomasik, 2015b). The possibility that any of these kinds of
non-human sentient beings came to exist on immense scales and that their interests were neglected by the
CEV-aligned ASI in power aggravates the risk of astronomical suffering.

And, as it has very plausibly been argued elsewhere, ‘nearly all plausible value systems will want to avoid
suffering risks and for many value systems, suffering risks are some of the worst possible outcomes and thus
some of the most important to avoid’ (Sotala and Gloor, 2017). On any value system that holds that it is very
important to prevent undesired and intense suffering, it will be of extreme importance to prevent astronomical
amounts of undesired and intense suffering. Then, it need not be the case that the likelihood of these outcomes is
very high, for it to be of immense importance to prevent them. If there is a non-negligible or higher chance of
the occurrence of s-risks it is still of great moral importance to reduce it since their occurrence would be
extremely morally undesirable.

2.2.3. Why (even without taking into account the higher disregard for their interests)
sentient non-humans would more likely be the victims of s-risks

Due to differences between the kinds of beings that biological humans and sentient non-humans are, even if it
were not the case that sentient non-humans are more likely to be disregarded, it would still be significantly more
likely that sentient non-humans would be harmed much more by implementing CEV that disregarded their
interests, than excluded humans by implement CEO-CEV or men-CEV that disregarded their interests. This is
so because it is easier to cause astronomical suffering to sentient non-humans than it is to cause astronomical
suffering to excluded (biological) humans.

An ASI can cause actions that result in astronomical suffering or it can allow actions by other agents that
cause astronomical suffering. In both cases, whether the action is performed by the ASI or by other agents, the
fact that the action results in astronomical suffering can be intentional to a greater or lesser extent. When the
actions that result in astronomical suffering are maximally intentional, the agent that performs them wants to
cause astronomical suffering, when they are maximally unintentional, the agent does not even know that they
are causing astronomical suffering. In the middle areas of this scale of the intentionality and unintentionally of
the action, there are cases in which the agent knows that they are causing astronomical suffering but acts
anyway in order to achieve its goals, and there are cases in which the agent is uncertain about whether they are
causing astronomical suffering but also acts anyway. There are a few characteristics that many kinds of sentient
non-humans have which make it more likely and easier for them to endure astronomical suffering. Biological
humans excluded in CEO-CEV or men-CEV lack these characteristics, and thus it is more difficult for them to
be the victims of astronomical suffering. Here are some of the relevant differences:

● Resource efficiency of reproduction or replication: Plausably much fewer resources are required for
suffering digital minds to be copied relative to the resources required to sustain them than the resources
required for suffering humans to reproduce relative to the resources required to sustain them (Sotala,
2012; Shulman & Bostrom 2021). This makes the agent causing the astronomical suffering more likely
to intentionally replicate digital minds and more easy for them to do so unintentionally, than with
(biological) humans.

● Lack of intervention in sustaining a suffering population: Plausablly less intervention is required to
sustain a suffering population of digital minds or (biological) non-human animals living in nature than
a suffering population of (biological) humans. In the former case, the agent causing the astronomical
suffering can just let the suffering continue indefinitely (either more intentionally or more
unintentionally). In the latter case, the processes of natural selection, predation, and r-selection in
reproductive strategies continue without supervision and lack of intervention (either more intentionally
or more unintentionally). However, more intervention is required in the biological human case to
prevent them from trying to take control over that which causes them suffering, prevent them from
trying to use resources to decrease the disvalue in their lives and increase the value in it and prevent
them from trying to cease to exist via ceasing to reproduce or by suicide.

● Uncertainty about the presence of suffering in some cases: In the mentioned case in which the agent is
uncertain about whether they are causing astronomical suffering but also acts anyway, they may not
choose to act in such a way if they knew that they were causing astronomical suffering. It is (and might
probably continue to be) much more unclear whether certain animals living in nature or certain
possible digital minds are enduring suffering than whether a given (biological) human is enduring
suffering. The latter one may be able to communicate this fact and resembles us much more, and thus
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would be less likely to be the victims in the cases the agent causing the suffering is uncertain about
whether they are doing so.

All these factors together with the fact that (biological) humans would be less likely to be disregarded make it
substantially less likely that they would be the victims of s-risks compared to the likelihood that sentient
non-humans would be such victims in a future controlled by an ASI with an ambitious value leaning proposal
that did not directly coherently extrapolate their volitions.

In conclusion, there are two ways of justifying why we would have pressing reasons to implement an
ambitious value learning proposal such as SCEV instead of the standard CEV proposal if we were able to do so.
On the one hand, in the same way that there are strong moral reasons to implement CEV instead of a proposal
for ambitious value learning such as CEO-CEV or men-CEV, there are also strong moral reasons to implement
SCEV instead of CEV. On the other hand, since there is (at least) a non-negligible chance that the interests of
sentient non-humans are highly disregarded by an ASI with the standard CEV proposal, and in such a future
where the interests of sentient non-humans are highly disregarded it is substantially likely that sentient
non-humans suffer s-risks, there is (at least) a non-negligible chance that the implementation of the standard
CEV proposal results in s-risks for sentient non-humans from the own ASI’s actions. Since s-risks are plausibly
the worst possible outcomes and extremely morally undesirable under plausible normative views, even a (at
least) non-negligible chance of their occurrence is very bad. Then, the standard CEV proposal that excludes the
immense majority of present and future sentient beings is very morally undesirable if a better alternative is
available. This increased likelihood of s-risks from the ASI’s behaviour due to implementing certain kinds of
ambitious value learning (as I shall argue in the following section) can be significantly reduced by implementing
a truly sentientist solution to the value specification problem.

3. An alternative sentientist proposal for ambitious value learning

Here, I shall present Sentientist Coherent Extrapolated Volition, an ambitious value learning alternative to CEV.
This proposal consists of coherently extrapolating the volitions of all currently existing and future sentient
beings. That is, to include all moral patients in the extrapolation base of the CEV.

Sentientist Coherent Extrapolated Volition: the goal of fulfilling what all (affectable i.e. present
and future) sentient beings would agree that they want, if given much longer to think about it, in
more ideal circumstances.

Even though this is very ambitious, the standard CEV proposal also is, even if it is a bit less so. And if the
standard CEV proposal is in-principle doable, I see no reason to believe that this proposal is not in-principle
doable as well. For the standard CEV proposal to be realized, it would have to be determined what humans’
desires would look like if we knew more, thought faster, were more the people we wished we were and had
grown up farther together among other things (Yudkowsky, 2014). This would require determining what we
would want if we had different capabilities than the ones we currently have. It would require determining what
we would value if we had superhuman capabilities in many respects, such as, among other things, not being
affected by cognitive biases, and being able to process and comprehend more amounts and different kinds of
information (Yudkowsky, 2014).

Concretely, this would or could consist of (among other things) creating a “detailed model of each individual
mind, in as much detail as necessary to guess the class of volition-extrapolating transformations defined by
“knew more,” “thought faster,” etc.” (Yudkowsky, 2004). The objective would be to approximate and
understand the kinds of idealised changes that each mind would undergo if volition-extrapolating upgrades (such
as knowing more, and having more time to think) were performed on it. It is important to understand that the
proposal is not for these volition-extrapolating upgrades to be directly performed by the ASI on the minds of the
individuals included in the extrapolation base by physically intervening in their brains. Instead, the proposal
would be to perform these changes on detailed models of the minds of all the individuals in the extrapolation
base which would be generated by the ASI. Neither CEV nor SCEV proposes that the volition-extrapolating
upgrades are directly performed on the minds of the individuals in the extrapolation base. This would just result
in all of them (humans and non-humans) being suddenly and directly uplifted and enhanced to similar levels of
cognitive capability as that of the ASI. Once the ASI had generated sufficiently detailed models of each
individual mind, and had applied volition-extrapolating upgrades to each of these models, their resulting
coherent preferences would be the ones that would guide the ASI’s behaviour.

If with more advanced technology, these specific processes are in principle doable and understandable in
human minds it is likely that they could also be done with more simple minds such as those of many non-human
animals. And, it is also plausible that we could at least have a more-than-zero probabilistic approximation of
what these idealized changes would look like for possible future digital minds after having undergone
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volition-extrapolating upgrades. Then, it seems likely that if the process required for coherently extrapolating
the volitions of humans is theoretically possible, it is also so with the volitions of sentient non-humans. And
even if we could not in practice reach a fully idealized state of extrapolation or a state of full coherence with and
between (both human and non-human) volitions, what is relevant is that we get as close as we can to achieving
these. Doing so would be much more preferable than a proposal that did not result in any coherence between
volitions, and that did not extrapolate the volitions at all.

All present and future sentient beings, including humans, both domesticated and non-domesticated
non-human animals and possible future digital minds, have goals by the mere fact of being sentient. At least, in
the broadest sense possible, they have desires and preferences to have positive phenomenal experiences and be
free from negative ones. And many of them might have goals much richer and more complex than these. All of
these goals form part of each of their volitions, which could and should be coherently extrapolated. They could
in principle be extrapolated as human volitions can even if many sentient non-humans possess certain cognitive
capacities to a lesser degree than humans usually do. This is so because as with human volitions, we could also
(among other things) determine the changes that different kinds of sentient non-human minds undergo when
volition-extrapolating transformations are performed on them. Even if many sentient non-humans do not possess
the capacity to do certain types of abstract thinking about their goals or reflect on their values, humans also do
not possess the capacities necessary to determine the content of their extrapolated volitions. In both cases,
volition-extrapolating transformations would enhance the capacities of both sentient humans and non-humans to
adequately determine the content of their extrapolated volitions.

In modelling what changes in preferences would occur if volition-extrapolating transformations were applied
to the volitions of existing non-human animals, such as squirrels, SCEV may arrive at models of extrapolated
volitions with weird preferences. We currently have no idea what they would look like. However, this is not
enough to suggest that we should not include squirrels or other non-humans in the extrapolation base. In fact, it
has been argued that there are good reasons to uplift the (cognitive) capacities of non-human animals (at least) to
similar levels than the ones had by most humans for democratic reasons (Paez & Magaña, 2023), for Rawlsian
liberal-egalitarian reasons (Dvorsky 2008), and anti-speciesist reasons (Chan, 2009). And, as I will argue in
Section 4.3. We have no good reasons to believe that implementing SCEV or enhancing their capabilities would
cause them to cease to exist, but rather, can be done while preserving their identity (Paez & Magaña, 2023).
Furthermore, as I show in Section 4.1. it is implausible to believe that including non-human animals in the
extrapolation base could result in us being harmed by the weird preferences their extrapolated volitions might
have. And thus, since, it remains the case that by not including them we are likely increasing the risk of
astronomical suffering, we have strong reasons to do so even if we are highly uncertain about the content of
their extrapolated volitions.

3.1. A solution to the standing problem

Since, as mentioned above, we cannot leave the solution to the standing problem (the issue of whose interests or
volitions are included in the extrapolation base) to be figured out by the ASI, we should take into account
uncertainty when making such a decision ourselves. What is relevant in determining what entities should
morally be taken into account, and thus, also be included in some way or another in the extrapolation base, is not
whether or not we can be sure that they possess the relevant traits for moral patienthood. Against what
Yudkowsky has contended, the fact that we could be wrong about whether a given entity deserves moral
consideration is not a sufficient reason to exclude them from our moral consideration or form the extrapolation
base (Yudkowsky, 2016). Instead, what is relevant is whether there is a non-negligible chance that they possess
the relevant traits for moral patienthood. This is so because if there is some chance that a given entity can be
harmed in morally relevant ways by our actions, it is wrong to perform those actions all else equal. Because
some chance of harm is worse than no harm. Thus, what is relevant in determining which entities should be
morally taken into account is whether there is a non-negligible chance that they are sentient (Sebo, 2018).
Furthermore, as we have seen, being included or not in the extrapolation base can indeed directly affect the
extent to which (in expectation) the interests of given beings are respected and taken into account by the ASI’s
behaviour. Then, all entities for which there is a non-negligible chance that they are sentient should be included
in the extrapolation base. We have very strong reasons to believe that there is at least a non-negligible
probability that almost all present and future humans, non-human animals and possible future digital minds are
moral patients, and thus should directly be included in the extrapolation base. This is so because of three main
reasons. First, there is a wide consensus and strong evidence on the sentience of vertebrate animals and many
invertebrate animals (Low, 2012; Proctor et al., 2013; The Universal Declaration on Animal Welfare, 2007;
Waldhorn, 2019a; Waldhorn, 2019b), and there is wide agreement that artificial entities, such as digital minds,
with the capacity for sentience will or could be created in the future (Harris & Anthis, 2021). Secondly,
sentience in the sense understood above as the capacity of having positively or negatively valenced
phenomenally conscious experiences is widely regarded and accepted as a sufficient condition for moral
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patienthood (Clarke, S., Zohny, H. & Savulescu, J., 2021). And thirdly, it is also the case that it seems very
plausible and it is also widely accepted that the intrinsic value of good things or bad things or the intrinsic moral
importance of respecting and considering the interests of moral patients cannot be discounted solely because
they occur in the future, see (Greaves & MacAskill, 2021: p.18; Ord, 2020: p.52; Beckstead, 2013: p.18) for
acceptance of this view in the literature. Then, all present and future entities for which there is (at least) a
non-negligible chance that they are sentient should directly be included in the extrapolation base.

3.2. How to include the extrapolated volitions of future not-yet-existing sentient beings

According to SCEV, apart from currently existing sentient beings, all future sentient beings should have their
volitions directly included in the extrapolation base, since then the probability of s-risks from the ASI’s actions
would be significantly reduced. But, how exactly should the volitions of future not-yet-existing sentient beings
be directly included in the extrapolation base? At any given point in time t, the ASI should take those actions
that would in expectation most fulfil the coherent extrapolated volition of all sentient beings that exist in t. It is
the case that many (or almost all) actions that the ASI could or would take would change the kinds and number
of sentient beings that would exist after it had performed the given action(s). Due to this fact, after any given
action the ASI would have to incorporate the extrapolated volitions of the new currently existing sentient beings
if there are any, and then decide how to act again based on the coherent extrapolated volitions of all existing
beings at that point in time.

It is important to realize that other kinds of proposals about how to take into account future not-yet-existing
sentient beings, might have disastrous consequences. For instance imagine the following somewhat more
straightforward proposal: the ASI should take those actions that would in expectation most fulfil the coherent
extrapolated volition of all beings that would in expectation exist after its action. If this proposal were to be
implemented, it would likely result in a reward hacking of the utility function. If the utility function of the ASI
would be to maximize the fulfilment of the coherent extrapolated volition of all the sentient beings that would in
expectation exist after its actions, then, the ASI could just create many digital minds with very simple
extrapolated volitions to satisfy. If a sufficiently large number of these kinds of digital minds were created by the
ASI’s actions the force of their extrapolated volitions could be many orders of magnitude greater than the force
of the extrapolated volitions of currently existing human and non-human animals in guiding the ASI’s
behaviour. This could result in the ASI disregarding sentient human and non-human animals and only
performing those actions that would most satisfy the easy-to-satisfy preferences of the created digital minds.
And these easy-to-satisfy preferences need not be preferences that seemed valuable to us (nor to our
extrapolated volitions) in any respect. This alternative proposal of how to include future not-yet-existing sentient
beings in the extrapolation base would likely lead to very undesirable outcomes. It is naive and flawed, because,
at any given point in time it lets the ASI itself determine what new sentient beings come into existence
(independently of the preferences of the extrapolated volitions of the already included individuals). Contrary to
this, on the proposal I have put forward, what sentient beings come into existence, and shape the ASI’s
behaviour by being included once they come to exist, is entirely dependent on the preferences of the
extrapolated volitions of the currently included individuals. Since the extrapolated volitions would know how
SCEV works, they would be aware that in preferring a certain action or another they are also preferring the
creation of some kinds of minds or others. Furthermore, they would also be aware that once they come to exist,
they will be included in the extrapolation base and thus also affect the ASI’s behaviour. Then, the extrapolated
volitions would know better than to perform actions leading to scenarios similar to the one in which immense
numbers of digital minds with invaluable and easy-to-satisfy preferences have been created and have complete
control over the ASI’s behaviour. Because of this, in the original proposal I uphold, the reward hacking is
prevented.

This proposal would adequately take into account the interests of future sentient beings since, once they
began to exist, their interests would directly be included in the ASI’s utility function. Contrary to what seems to
be the case in the standard CEV proposal, the interests of future not-yet-existing sentient beings, once they exist,
would not be taken into account merely to the extent to which the extrapolated volitions of currently existing
individuals desire to do so. And, by taking directly into account the interests of future sentient non-humans in
this manner, the non-negligible chance of s-risks from the ASI’s actions as a result of an adequate
implementation of the standard CEV proposal would be significantly reduced.

The s-risks from the own ASI’s actions are substantially lower when implementing SCEV because it is no
longer the case that their prevention could only be caused by the extent to which humans who had their volitions
coherently extrapolated cared about the suffering of the sentient non-human victims of the s-risks. Rather, the
astronomical amount of volitions of the sentient non-humans themselves would directly be included in the
extrapolation base. On this proposal, there still is (at least) a non-negligible chance that humans’ extrapolated
volitions would want to perform actions that would (without further intervention) lead to s-risks such as direct
panspermia, or the use of simulation technologies. As a consequence, there is still some chance that these kinds
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of actions were actually performed by the ASI. However, once they were being performed, once new sentient
beings such as non-human animals living in “natural” environments on other planets or digital minds came into
existence, their extrapolated volitions would be directly included in the extrapolation base. And since their
volitions would be extremely opposed to suffering immensely, the ASI would almost certainly prevent the
astronomical suffering. Once the would-be victims of s-risks were to come into existence, their interests in not
suffering would be directly taken into account and reflected in the ASI’s behaviour. The astronomical suffering
would almost certainly be prevented by the ASI and it would as with any other beings already present in the
extrapolation base, try to fulfil the extrapolated volitions of the new existing beings. If the volitions of future
sentient non-humans were included in the extrapolation base, as SCEV proposes, the occurrence of s-risks from
the ASI’s actions (i.e. what it causes or allows) would almost become impossible. Therefore, we have very
strong pro-tanto moral reasons to implement SCEV to guide the behaviour of a possible ASI instead of only
coherently extrapolating the volitions of currently existing humans (a minority of all the affectable moral
patients expected to exist).

Finally, it should also be noted that this proposal of SCEV (as CEV) is not intended as a realist theory of
morality, it is not a description of the metaphysical nature of what constitutes the ‘good’. I am not proposing a
metaethical theory but merely what would be the most morally desirable ambitious value learning proposal for
an ASI. It is not the case that if moral realism is true, SCEV or CEV would necessarily arrive at this moral truth.
Thus, (as CEV) SCEV and the arguments in favour of it are compatible both with a realist and an anti-realist
conception of meta-ethics.

4. Objections

In this fourth section, I shall present and respond to three possible objections against the (pro-tanto) rejection of
CEV and my proposal of Sentientist Coherent Extrapolated Volition.

4.1. The Risk from Predators’ Violent Predispositions

Yudkowsky has contended that a reason against directly including sentient non-humans such as non-human
animals in the extrapolation base is that it may result in consequences we do not like as a result of how different
the non-human volitions are from ours (Yudkowsky, 2016). Then, it might be argued that it is not the case that
SCEV is preferable to CEV since there is also the possibility that it might lead to very morally undesirable goals
for the ASI to pursue, such as violent goals, since, for instance, many non-human animals living in the wild have
goals and preferences in favour of predation. Given the very considerable degree of uncertainty we currently
face regarding the exact nature of what would be CEV’s extrapolation process in practice, we cannot completely
rule out the possibility that this could have significant negative consequences. Then, it seems possible that the
ASI could have weird, bad or violent goals as a result of some of the desires had by non-human animals living
in the wild.

Even though it is true that we cannot be completely certain about this, I believe it is very plausible that this
risk and its badness are very significantly lower than the s-risk from implementing the normal CEV proposal.
When implementing CEV, the only possible preferences against sentient non-humans enduring astronomical
suffering are those had by humans who to some extent care about the suffering of sentient non-humans. While,
in implementing SCEV, all the volitions of the victims of the possible s-risks as a result of the violent
preferences of predators, would count against the occurrence of such s-risks. By the mere fact of being sentient
beings and being included in the extrapolation base, the volitions of the possible victims of such strange s-risks
would primarily and almost entirely consist of the desire to prevent such suffering. Indeed as mentioned above,
the desire to be free from immense amounts of intense and unbearable suffering is probably the strongest
possible desire any sentient being can have, and thus since in an s-risk there would be astronomical amounts of
beings having these desires, this would count extremely heavily against the occurrence of any kind of possible
s-risks including the ones due to predatory dispositions.

Due to empirical uncertainty about what entities are sentient and black swans, it is likely that we can never
be sure that the future occurrence of s-risks is completely impossible while sentient beings continue to exist and
we expand through the universe or have sufficient computational power. But plausibly, one of the best ways to
ensure that this does not happen would be to have an ASI that would truly take into consideration the interests of
any of the victims of the possible s-risks. Demanding more certainty against the occurrence of s-risks than this is
unwarranted, since it may indeed not be possible. Even if there is a very tiny probability that an s-risk could
occur as a result of the predators’ corrupted preferences, this probability is negligible. It would be unreasonable
and too demanding to dismiss an ambitious value-learning proposal because it cannot with complete certainty
rule out the possibility of the future occurrence of any kind of s-risk. And, since the probability and badness of
the occurrence of bad outcomes as a result of predator’s violent preferences is significantly lower than the (at
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least) non-negligible probability of the occurrence of s-risks as a result of implementing CEV, we would still
have very strong reasons in favour of choosing SCEV if we could do so.

4.2. Democratic illegitimacy and being jerkish

Another possible counterargument to the general project of this paper of arguing for the importance of including
the interests of sentient non-humans to guide the behaviour of a future ASI is that doing so would be
anti-democratic. Most people indeed would likely not want nor vote in favour of implementing a value
alignment proposal that equally takes into account the interests of non-human sentient beings.

This argument, however, assumes that only humans have claims in favour of having their interests
represented in democratic procedures. This might be a result of speciesist bias or as a result of holding the
previously mentioned view that only the interests of moral agents matter in a morally relevant way. However, all
sentient beings could be positively or negatively affected by an ASI and accordingly, all of them have claims in
favour of having their interests taken into account. It is unreasonable to believe, as we have seen, that those
interests could be adequately represented only to the extent to which currently existing humans that are moral
agents care about them. Thus, in this case, the principle of the all-affected interests in democratic theory clearly
applies (Christiano & Sameer, 2022), and all sentient beings would have strong democratic claims in favour of
having their interests directly represented.

This kind of objection is raised by Yudkowsky in a different manner. In his view, programmers or the
implementors of a value learning proposal into an ASI should try not to be “jerks”. And in doing so they should
try to be fair and take into account the preferences of people that do not want all sentient beings to be included,
by not directly including all sentient beings in the extrapolation base. Doing so, in Yudkowsky’s view, would not
be impartial since it would be rooting for the preferences of people who, for instance, care more about
non-human animals (Yudkowsky, 2016). Contrary to this, however, Yudkowsky holds that it would, in fact, be
jerkish to not include humans who, as sentient non-humans, are powerless in relation to determining what value
alignment proposal is implemented. These humans possibly include children, existing people who've never
heard about AI or people with severe physical or cognitive disabilities unable to act on and express their own
views on the topic.

However, as seen above, it is not the case that there are no reasons to include sentient non-humans since they
too can be positively or negatively affected in morally relevant ways by being included in the extrapolation base
or not. The fact that many of the parties that have some power over which value learning proposal is
implemented (i.e. some humans) do not care about these reasons does not mean that they hold no weight. It is
not completely clear what Yudkowsky means by “jerkish” or “to be jerks”, however, if it is to be understood
colloquially, in the same manner, that it would be unfair and jerkish for powerless humans to be excluded, it is
also unfair and jerkish for sentient non-humans to be excluded. Today, due to a certain amount of societal moral
progress and expansion in the group of beings that society takes seriously into moral consideration, we tend to
seriously include both powerful and powerless humans, and thus it seems intuitively jerkish to exclude them
from the extrapolation base. But a few years ago it plausibly would not have felt this way. Imagine that the
decision of which beings should be included in the extrapolation base had taken place many years ago. If they
could do so, it would have been much more preferable that when considering what entities to include, these past
decision-makers actually looked at the most plausible moral reasons in deciding what to do instead of doing that
which was most socially and intuitively acceptable, which would have resulted in excluding many powerless
humans. The same is preferable right now and in the future. If someone is able to decide what entities to include
in the extrapolation base, they should look at the moral reasons in favour of including various kinds of entities
even if they might not be the most intuitively or socially acceptable to include from the perspective of those in
power. And as we have seen there are indeed strong reasons to include all sentient beings. A proposal that
excludes sentient beings, then, is not impartial, but rather, would be a jerkish and unfair proposal.

Indeed, if Yudkowsky is right that it is important to exclude some sentient beings from the extrapolation
base, this presumably is because the kinds and number of beings included in it can likely affect the ASI’s
behaviour. Then, this means that, in expectation, it is not the case that the interests of sentient non-humans
would equally be taken into consideration in the ASI’s behaviour independently of whether they are directly
included in the extrapolation base or not.

Furthermore, Yudkowsky also contends that only including existing humans in the extrapolation base is
more simple (Yudkowsky, 2016). While this is the case, it is not a reason in favour of the moral desirability of
the proposal if we are able to successfully include all sentient beings. The fact that CEV is simpler than SCEV
does not make it more morally desirable all else equal. Since doing nothing or only coherently extrapolating one
volition is simpler than CEV but it is not more morally desirable.

Because of this, against the objection, it is not the case that pursuing this proposal would be anti-democratic,
jerkish or unfair, but rather it would be a much more democratic, nicer and fair option. Implementing CEV
instead of SCEV would not do justice to the direct democratic and moral claims of sentient non-humans.
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4.3. Would SCEV preserve the identity of sentient beings?

It has been argued that the implementation of CEV would produce undesirable results because it would cause
humans to cease to exist (Yampolskiy, 2022). Roman Yampolskiy has argued that by implementing CEV “[w]e
would essentially agree to replace ourselves with an enhanced version of humanity as designed by AI”, since,
with the quick extrapolation jump involved in CEV, there would not be any continuity with our identity, and we
would cease to exist (Yampolskiy, 2022). He presents the following argument: “we can say that current version
of humanity is H₀, the extrapolation process will take it to H₁₀₀₀₀₀₀₀. A quick replacement of our values by values
of H₁₀₀₀₀₀₀₀ would not be acceptable to H₀ and so necessitate actual replacement, or at least rewiring/modification
of H₀ with H₁₀₀₀₀₀₀₀, meaning modern people will seize to exist”. This argument can also be applied to criticise
SCEV. It is indeed the case that some sorts of radical enhancements to the capabilities of humans, animals and
digital minds can cause them to cease to exist by not being identity-preserving. However, radical enhancements
to the individuals in the extrapolation base need not occur at all by implementing SCEV, and if they do (as it has
been argued) they could occur in ways that are identity-preserving and aligned with the good of each of the
individuals (Bostrom 2008: p.123–126; Paez & Magaña, 2023: p.23–25).

As Yampolskiy suggests, it is indeed the case that by performing volition-extrapolating upgrades to the
models of the minds and volitions of the individuals in the extrapolation base, the resulting models will have
different preferences and values from our own. However, this is in part what we are trying to accomplish when
implementing a proposal such as CEV or SCEV, we are trying to prevent value lock-in (Yudkowsky, 2004;
MacAskill, 2022). If we were to implement current values to direct the behaviour of an ASI, this would almost
certainly constitute an immense moral tragedy, since all future generations would be stuck with antiquated
values. It seems clear that it would have been a tragedy if past human civilizations from Ancient History or the
Middle Ages locked in their values, and they persisted and were imposed for all of humanity’s future by an ASI.
Similarly, we should not believe that current values constitute the peak of moral progress and that there is no
more progress to be made (Yudkowsky, 2004).

There would likely be a very significant distance between the values and preferences of the models of the
coherently extrapolated volitions of sentient beings and the values and preferences of currently existing beings.
However, since it prevents value-lock-in, the existence of this distance is preferable to its non-existence, and it
would not cause currently existing beings to stop to exist. What would occur is that models of our minds and
volitions would be created to guide the ASI’s behaviour. These models would know more, reason better, and be
more cooperative. As a result, they would necessarily have better justified, more coherent, and reasonable
ethical views than the once we have. These better-informed, more thought-through and more justified ethical
views would then guide the ASI’s behaviour. It is implausible to believe, as this objection seems to imply, that
what these better-informed, more thought-through and more justified ethical views would necessarily prefer is to
kill all sentient beings and create new ones. One would only have reasons to believe that SCEV or CEV would
recommend this if one already believes that killing all sentient beings or all humans and replacing them with
new ones is what ought to be done. Disagreeing and discussing what ethical views or preferences would be had
by the models is the same as discussing what ethical views are more reasonable, coherent, well-informed, etc.
And the view that what ought to be done instead of any other physically possible option, is to kill all sentient
beings and replace them with new ones is highly implausible and nowhere seriously defended. It is much more
reasonable to believe that instead, the better-informed and more reasonable models could prefer for sentient
beings not to be enhanced at all. Or could prefer that we could be enhanced in just, inclusive, equitable,
autonomy-respecting and identity-preserving ways as it is prescribed by contemporary transhumanism (The
Transhumanist Declaration, 2009; Savulescu & Bostrom, 2009). If this were done, the enhancements performed
need not cause current sentient beings to cease to exist, since, as it has been argued, radical enhancements can be
identity-preserving both for human and non-human animals if certain conditions are met (Paez & Magaña, 2023:
p.23–25).

There are two major sets of theories about the kind of entities sentient individuals are and about their
persistence conditions over time (Paez & Magaña, 2023: p.23–25). On the Somatic account, sentient beings are
living organisms, and their persistence over time consists in maintaining the integrity of their metabolic
processes (Olson, 1997; van Inwagen, 1990). On this view, there would be ways of performing, radical
enhancements both onto human and non-human animals that would preserve their identity, one could enhance
many of their capabilities without disrupting their metabolic processes. This account is about individuals with a
biological substrate and thus does not apply to digital minds. But an analogous account, applied to digital minds
could claim that maintaining the integrity of certain physical structural features of the digital substrate would be
necessary and sufficient for them to persist over time. An account like this would also allow enhancements to be
compatible with the persistence of digital minds over time. On the other major account, the Psychological
Account, sentient beings are psychological entities who continue to exist only if they have psychological
continuity over time (DeGrazia 2005; McMahan, 2002; Parfit, 1984). As it has been argued (Bostrom 2008:
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p.123–126), this account is also compatible with enhancements being identity-preserving if the following
conditions are met: the changes are in the form of adding new capacities or enhancement of old ones, without
sacrificing preexisting capacities. They are implemented gradually over an extended period of time, and the new
capacities do not prevent the preexisting capacities from being periodically exercised. Furthermore, the subject
retains her old memories and many of her basic desires and dispositions and the subject retains many of her old
personal relationships and social connections. And finally, in the case of humans and some sufficiently
cognitively sophisticated digital minds each step of the transformation process is freely and competently chosen
by the subject and the transformation fits into the life narrative and self-conception of the subject (Bostrom
2008: p.123–126). In the case of non-human animals and other digital minds who cannot freely choose and
comprehend each step of the uplifting process, instead of these final conditions, “one may, alternatively, require
the uplifting process not to undermine their control over their lives, irrespective of whether animals [or digital
minds] can understand that possibility” (Paez & Magaña, 2023: p.23–25). This, then would not undermine their
control over their existence but rather make it more robust. For a more developed discussion on why
enhancements can be made compatible with non-human animals preserving their identity, see (Paez & Magaña,
2023: p.23–25) from where this paragraph is based.

Since we have good reasons to believe that radical enhancements to sentient beings can be
identity-preserving, it is implausible to believe that instead of performing this kind of enhancements, if any, the
more reasonable, coherent and well-informed ethical views had by the extrapolated models of sentient beings
would prefer to kill all sentient beings by performing non-identity-preserving enhancement interventions
instead. There are no good reasons to believe that this is preferable, and even if for some reason one were to
believe so, it then would not constitute an objection to implementing SCEV, since, one would presumably prefer
and welcome that which one believes to be preferable. The fact that SCEV would inscribe the values of S₁₀₀₀₀₀₀₀
(to represent all sentient beings instead of only humans) into the behaviour of the ASI, does not imply either the
replacement or rewiring/modification of S₀ with S₁₀₀₀₀₀₀₀. Thus, we have no good reason to believe that SCEV
would not preserve the identity of sentient beings.

5. Why it is unclear whether trying to implement Sententist Coherent Extrapolated Volition is best
all things considered

I have argued that there are strong pro-tanto reasons to implement SCEV instead of CEV if we could do so
successfully due to the fact that it would significantly reduce the non-negligible chance of s-risks from the own
ASI’s behaviour that there is from an adequate implementation of CEV. However, in practice, it is not clear that
these reasons are not overridden or defeated by other reasons against SCEV. In this section, I will lay out other
possible pro-tanto reasons that go against trying to implement SCEV or a similar value learning proposal instead
of implementing one which is closer to CEV.

First, there is the risk that the SCEV would not be implemented exactly as intended. When trying to
implement SCEV there is always the possibility that we would not get everything right, and that, by accident,
there could be unintended consequences. For some kinds of accidents from near misses that could occur, it
seems plausible that the more morally desirable the ambitious value learning proposal, the worse the accidents
that may result from trying to implement it. This is so because there are some possible kinds of near-miss
accidents where the goals of the ASI identify those entities and things which can sustain value, but affect them
in strange or bad ways contrary to desirable behaviour the ASI was intended to have as stipulated in the morally
desirable ambitious value learning proposal. There are plausibly many possible ways in which these kinds of
accidents could occur. One specific accident of this kind is if, through a value learning proposal such as SCEV,
the interests of digital minds are taken into account and valued and as a consequence, many of them are created
(as argued by Shulman & Bostrom, 2021), but we accidentally do not weight their suffering adequately. It is
possible that even if the SCEV proposal intended to care about the suffering of digital minds, it accidentally was
not able to adequately detect suffering and disvaluble states that many forms of alien digital minds might suffer
(Vinding, 2018; Tomasik, 2019b). Or that it may not adequately weigh their interests by accident. This could
potentially result in astronomical suffering. Such a kind of accident would be less likely if a less morally
desirable ambitious value learning proposal were implemented since it would be less likely to create
astronomical amounts of digital minds with the potential of suffering astronomically by accident. Another
possible accident of this kind is the case of SignFlip, where the ambitious value learning proposal identifies a
very morally desirable target or goal to maximize, but, by accident, the opposite target or goal is maximized
(Tomasik, 2019b). In the case of SCEV, this would consist of maximizing the opposite of the coherent
extrapolated volition of all sentient beings which would be extremely morally undesirable. Since there is some
probability of the occurrence of these kinds of accidents, and some of the badness of the accidents would be
mitigated by implementing a less morally desirable value learning proposal instead of SCEV, this gives us some
other reasons against trying to implement a value learning proposal such as SCEV which comes very close or
completely captures that which we value.
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There are also further reasons against trying to implement SCEV in practice related to relevant
game-theoretic considerations in specific decision-making situations. One possible and likely decision-making
situation is one in which we ought to decide between implementing CEV or SCEV to a single ASI, but where
the conditions for implementing SCEV instead of CEV are not fully optimal, where it is not the case that only
one united decision-making entity is able to decide between the proposals, but rather, where there are already
some decision makers that strongly prefer CEV instead of SCEV. In many of these kinds of decision-making
situations, it may be much less desirable to try to implement a value learning proposal that adequately takes into
account the interests of all sentient beings. Implementing SCEV may have even worse consequences in
expectations for sentient non-humans due to a backlash from the opposition that may arise in trying to pursue
this proposal. There is then, a strong reason against trying to implement SCEV due to the fact that, in practice, it
might be net-negative in expectation.

However, it is not completely clear that this will be the case, and we might indeed find ourselves in future in
which the pro-tanto reasons against trying to implement SCEV do not outweigh the pro-tanto reasons in favour
of doing it. And, even if we can conceive of plausible future scenarios in which it seems to be the case that
trying to pursue a proposal similar to CEV instead of SCEV would be preferable all things considered, to take
that decision as a result of an adequate cost-benefit analysis of the different proposals it is crucial to understand
the strong pro-tanto reasons in favour of SCEV that I have laid out in this paper.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, I have shown why we have some very strong pro-tanto reasons in favour of implementing SCEV
instead of CEV. This is the case even if, all things considered, it is still ultimately unclear whether what is best is
to try to implement SCEV or another proposal more similar to CEV. The action-relevant implications of what I
have laid out in this paper, however, are not all contingent on the realization of the future in which we can fully
decide what ambitious value learning proposals to try to implement. Even if we could be sure such a future will
not be realized, there would still be some practical implications that follow. Determining how much more
morally desirable SCEV is than CEV due to the strong pro-tanto reasons presented in the paper, is crucial to
adequately make tradeoffs between different considerations in non-ideal decision-making situations where a
value learning proposal has to be implemented. Furthermore, it is likely that the mere fact of having in mind
what a possibly ideal scenario of adequate value specification would look like is useful in determining what we
should realistically strive for if we could only reach more modest goals. Research into how different alignment
and value learning proposals for possible future transformative AIs such as an AGI or ASI could affect sentient
non-humans (who constitute the immense majority of present and future sentient beings expected to exist) is
highly neglected. More research along these lines is required if we want to ensure that the far future goes well
for all sentient beings.
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